
Basic Painting For Fun
 
Lead by Serenity



1-  Gather your tools: paper towels, pallet, cup of 
water, brushes, apron and your canvas 

2-  Add your background color paint to your pallet, use 
the least amount of paint you think you will need 
you can always add more as needed 
 
typically you want to work large to small, 
background before details

3-  Wet your large flat brush

4-  Add paint to brush, it is best to keep the paint 
below half way on the bristles, on the canvas keep 
the paint smooth and do not glob it on. This is so 
the paint dries faster in class 
 

5-  Paint the background you can go over outline of 
owl

6-  Add two complementary colors to make the 
background a little more interesting



7-  Roughly mix the additional colors dirty, right into 
your brush

8-  Brush on the additional colors to the background, if 
they are not blending as you would like add a little 
water to your brush to help the paint blend

9-  Once your are satisfied with your background rinse 
off your brush and wipe if off on a paper towel

10-  Add the owl colors to the pallet black, white, and 
brown  
 

11-  Look at your reference picture often. Using your 
large flat brush start to paint in the black areas, 
paint in the beak and center of the eyes any area 
that has dark feathers

12-  Using light short brush strokes start to add in 
more of the dark feathers 
 
Using a smaller brush you can add in black lines 
around the eyes and other small details



13-  Lightly clean off your brushes

14-  Using the large flat brush rough mix white and 
brown

15-  Add in the light feather areas, mix more brown for 
darker feathers and more white for lighter feathers, 
look at your reference photo often, fill in the owls 
feathers

16-  Once you get most of the owl filled in add some 
yellow to the mix and paint in more feathers 
 

17-  When you have the colors and feathers where 
you want them take a step back and plan what 
needs to be done next, the details. Look at your 
reference picture often. 

18-  Start with black and go back over the dark areas 
using the large flat brush, light brush strokes, 
make layers, it doesn’t have to be perfect, you can 
add paint to patch up what you don’t like  



19- Use smaller brushes to add in details

20- Clean up the lines around the beak and eyes

21-  Add orange to your pallet for the eyes

22-  Paint orange in the eyes  
 

23-  Check your details add in more feathers or clean 
up lines

24-  Using smaller brushes add white to the eyes, you 
can fix your black lines with white, i had to go 
over the eyes a couple times to get them how i 
wanted them



25-  Add some red to the eye if you want, this is where 
you can improvise and change it up from the 
reference, add details as you want

26- Painting finished

27-  Clean up
 Rinse off all your brushes in your cup of water 
wipe them off with paper towels and put them in 
the bucket on the table, i use dawn soap to wash 
them 
Put garbage in the bags provided

28-  Check to see if your painting is dry, if not use the 
hair dryer to get is dry enough to transport home 
 


